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ABSTRACT 

A correlation eq田討onfor longitudinal diffusion coe百icientof exhaust pollutants in road 
tunnels is proposed based on model and real-scale experiments. The eq田.tioncorrelates白e
diffusion coe妊icientwith the mean equivalent resistance area of passing vehicles， traffic flow 
rate and vehicle Reynolds Number. An example of calculation is presented for tunnels with 
two-way仕a伍cand the length limit ofnaturally ventilated tunnels is estimated. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Am = Equivalent resistance area ofvehicle (= CDAv) 
Ar = Cross-sectional area of tunnel 
ん=Frontal area ofvehicle 
dt = Equivalent diameter of tunnel 

dν=  Equivalent diameter ofvehicle 
C = Concentr百tionof pollutant 
CD = Aerodynamic drag coefficient ofvehicle in tunnel traffic 
CDO = Aerodynamic dr百gcoefficient of isolated vehicle in open air 
D = Longitudinal diffusion coefficient in tunnel 
G = Amount ofpollutant that a vehicle emits per unit distance 
L = Length oftunnel including additionallength ( = La; + Lr + Lao) 
La;， Lao= Additional tunnellength at portals 
Lr = Length of real tunnel 
ん=Front to front spacing between vehicles on a lane 
n = Number of lanes 
N = Tra伍cflow rate 
Ret = Vehicle Reynolds Number (= v dv/v) 
Ur = Longitudinal through-flow velocity in tunnel 
v = Speed of vehicle 
α， s = Correction coefficient of drag for shadow and blockage effect 
γL = Large vehicle ratio 

v Kinematic viscosity 

ω=  Emission ofpollutant per unit length and time (= G川
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In road tunnels for automobiles， passing vehicles emit engine exhaust containing toxic gases 
and particulate ma批 r(PM) into the surrounding air. Toxic gases such as CO and Nox are 
hazardous for the health of passengers and PM such as diesel soot det巴巾rates合iver
visibility. It is therefore necessary to maintain the concen仕ationof these pollutants in the 
tunnel below admissible limits stipulated for each constituent. Pollutants emitted in the tunnel 
m田 tbe removed by ventilation， the most common method of which is to甘ansmitthe 
polluted air longitudinally and blow it out企omthe tunnel portal as shown in Figure 1. This 
ventilation mechanism， in which pollutants are仕組smittedtogether with the air as a bulk， is 
called “convectiv巴 mass仕ansfer"or simply“convective ventilation" and is applied as a 
standard practice in most such ventilation. Inザpicaltext and reference books on ventilation， 
we can only find articles on ventilation theory based solely on convective pollu包nt甘ansfer.

Studying aザpicalcase of a naturally ventilated tunnel， with何 0・way(east-and west-bound) 
仕affic，we fmd that there is a conventional concept among tunnel specialists that two-way 
回 ffictunnels up to several hundred meters need no artificial ventilation. However， no 
practical explanation can be found regarding the limit of tunnel length. In two-way回伍c
tunnels there are two m勾orreasons for longitudinal bulk movement of tunnel air and thus 
convective ventilation is induced by: 1) Unbalanced piston effect of east-and west-bound 
甘a伍c(drag ofvehicles apply longitudinal force to air colunm in the tunnel and push it like a 
moving piston)， 2) East-or west-direction extemal natural wind force. 

Such convective ventilation， however， relies on the traffic and natural wind condition. If we 
consider a si飢ationwhere the dr百gsof east-and west-bound vehicles completely cancel and 
there is no extemal wind， we may not expect any convective ventilation. For such cases we 
have had no theory to predict how high the pollutants concentration in the tunnel will be. As 
long as we rely only on convective ventilation， we have to consider the worst situation in 
which the air keeps stagnating， the consequence of which is a tunnel filled with raw emission 
gas. Such inconsistency， looking at it仕omexperience， is caused because another mechanism 
ofmass位ansfer，that is， diffusive mass transfer had been neglected. 

The air in a road tunnel is continuously stirred and mixed by passing vehicles that訂 E

different in size and shape. The speed and企ontto企ontspacing of such vehicles varies as 
well. Therefore， the excited turbulence in the tunnel is highly space-and time-dependent， and 
is too complicated to handle. However， if we regard it as space-and time-averaged 
turbulence， we may be able to simply regard the tunnel space as a one-dimensional time-
independent turbulent field. Pollutant concen回 tionC becomes then the function of location， 
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C(x)， as illus仕atedin Fig. 1. Turbulence 
has a s仕ongmass甘ansporteffect and it 

ω/  ¥ 回 n伽 pollutantst抑制 thelow 
c I / ¥ conce附 ation崎町enwhen there is 

Fig.l Ven仙a“onin a road tunnel 

no bulk movement of air. The volume 
of a pollutant transmitted towards the 
x-direction， across a tunnel section per 

~ unit time， P d， is proportional to the 
三 concentration 伊 dient according to 
x Fick's Law and can be expressed as: 

Pd = -ArD dC(x) /ゐ
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where Ar is the cross sectional area and D the longitudinal diffusion coefficient. 

Pollutants are also仕ansmittedby convection across a tunnel section and this volume Pc is 

obviously: 

Pc=ArUrC 

where ιis the average through-flow velocity toward the x・direction.

Conservation law ofpollutants leads to the following concentration eq田 tionin theωnnel; 

d(Pc+Pq)1ゐ =Ar{UトdCldx-D cICldxう=ω (1)

where ωdenotes the volume of a pollutant emitted in unit length of a tunnel per unit time. 

The second term of the above equation expresses the diffusive pollu飽nttransfer and restricts 
the increase of pollutant concen仕ation，even when there is no through-flow in the tunnel， 
ι=0. 

The present paper proposes a practical method for estimating longitudinal diffusion 
coe伍cients(LDCs).ηle proposed correlation equation for LDCs has been worked out using 
the result of a series of experiments that have been conducted in model and real tunnels with 
one-組 dtwo-way回伍c.

The first investigation on LDCs was done in a model circular tunnel in which simulated bodies 
were driven at various speeds in two-way位百伍c.Effects by the vehicle Reynolds Number and 
vehicle spacing on LDCs revealed by this investigation were reported (Ref.l). LDCs were 
further studied in a model tunnel with one-way甘affic(Re王2). After model experiments 
revealed the basic characteristics ofLDCs， experimen臼wereconducted in actual tunnels using 
a回 cermethod (Ref.3，4). A given amount of回 cergas (SF6) was released instantly into the 
tunnel (by bursting a gas-filled balloon) and the variation of concen回 iionwas measured at a 
location about 1 km downs仕eamthe仕acersource. LDCs can be obtained by applying Fick's 
Law to actually measured concen甘ationdis甘ibutionresults(refer to the appendix).LDC data 
obtained on actual phenomena furthered our understanding on the phenomena and made it 
possible to estimate e妊ectsby tunnel diameter， as well as by the number of lanes andザpeof 
回伍c(one-or two-way). 

The present paper proposes a highly generalized correlation equation for LDCs， applicable for 
various tunnel geome仕y，住afficand emission conditions. As an example of application， the 
limiting length of a naturally ventilated， two-way回 ffictunnel is deterrnined under the 
condition that the pollutant concentration in the tunnel does not exceed the allowable limit. 

2 CORRELATION EQUATION FOR LONGITUDINAL DIFFUSION 
COEFFICIENT 

2.1 LDC and dimensional analysis 
Main independent p訂 ametersthat determine flow釦 dmixing phenomena in a tunnel紅 e:
(1) Parameters related with vehicles: 

equivalent diameter ofvehicle dv， 
drag coefficient ofvehicle in tunnel CD (under blockage and shadow effect)， 
speed of vehicle v ， 
仕ontto front spacing between vehiclesんand
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(2) Parameters related with the tunnel: 
equivalent diameter oftunnel d" 
kinematic viscosity of air v . 

LDC D is the index to indicate the s仕組gthof turbulent mixing， and therefore can be 
expressed as a function of all these p訂ameters;

D巴 fi(dt，dv， V ， CD， v，ん) (2) 

The above can be transformed into an equation for non-dimensional quantities based on 
dimensional叩 alysis;

D/( vdv) =β(vdv/ v， dvld" CD，ん/dv) (3) 

百lIsmeans that non-dimensional LDC， D/(v dv)， Is a function of fo町 non-dimensional
parameters， i.e. vehicle Reynolds Number Re'= v dv / v ， diameter ratio of vehicle to tunnel 
dv/dt， drag coe伍cientof vehicle CD and vehicle spacing to diameter ratioん/dv.

2.2 Experimental results and 
their interpretations 

All LDC data known so far are 
plo悦edin Fi思rre2 using non-
dirnensional LDC D/( v dv) 

shown along the vertical axis and 
vehicle Reynolds Number Ret 
shown along the abscissa in 
logarithrnic scale. The data 
include all rneasured LDC in 
model and real tunnels. When we 
observe the plotted data closely， 
we rnay draw lines of constant 
vehicle spacing to diameter ratio 
ん/dv for each data group of 
model and real tunnels as shown 
in the figure. It is clear that all 
these constant lv / dv lines have the 
sarne inclination and this leads to 
也every irnportant conclusion 
that nOIトdirnensional LDC is 
proportional to the power 0.13 of 
vehicle Reynolds Number， 
provided other parameters stay 
constant. 
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Ret(=v dv / Y) 
Fig.2 Relationship between passing vehicle Reynolds 
number and non・dimensionaldiffusion coefficient 

Consideringβis proportional to Ret 0.13， Eq.(3) can be rewritten; 

D/( v ぬーh(dv/dt，CD、lv/d，ゐRet0・13 (4) 

where h decreases with the increase in spacing to diarneter ratio 1ν/ dv and is approxirnately 
inversely proportional. 
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2.3 Forming of the correlation equation 
For the convenience of practical application， we hereinafter consider the correlation equation 
for LDC with dimensions. In the analysis of traffic data， traffic flow rate N， number of 
vehicles crossing a tunnel section per unit time， are commonly used to indicate the traffic 
intensity. Traffic flow rate per lane is obviously equal to v 11νif we consider the mean value 
of vehicle spacing， and the total甘a伍cflow N of a tunnel with n lanes becomes: 

N = n V I lv or v = NんIn血 dv dv = N lv dv I n = N d} (lvl dv) I n. 

Introducing the above relation to Eq.(4)， LDC can be expressed as: 

可 2n 0.13 
D=[β(dvld" CD， 1，.Idv) (/vl dv) I n]N d/ Re， 
= 14(dvld" CD， IvIdv. n) N d/ Re，O.13 (5) 

Since 13 is nearly inversely proportional toんIdv， 13 timesんIdv in [] of the above equation 
would loose most of its dependence onんIdv• The function in [ ] is replaced by a new 
influence function 14 that represents the dependence on four parameters， d vld" CD， 1ν札 and
n. 

In the following discussion， Eq.(5)抱負rrtherconverted with the intention that the influence 
function has the .least dependence on par百meters.The only physical quantity with dimensions 
in Eq.(5) is N d} in m2/s. We may substitute the quantity by another with the same dimensions 
so as to make function 14 as simple and comprehensive as possible. After repea旬d仕ialand 
∞rrection， we reached a simple chain of understanding that an LDC is affected solely by 
仙rbulenceintensity in the tunnel; i.e.旬rbulenceis maintained by continuous disturbance of 
passing vehicles;旬rbulenceenergy or intensity is proportional to the aerodynamic input仕om
vehicles; aerodynamic input of a vehicle is equal to aerodynamic drag multiplied by vehicle 
speed; turbulence intensity is thus correlated to the total aerodynamic input合ompassing 
vehicles. 

ηle aerodynamic drag of a vehicle is proportional to CDAv V where Aνis the合ontalarea of 
the vehicle. It must be noted that drag coe侃cientCD is the value in an actual tunnel釘宮ffic
condition and is different仕omthe catalogue value CDO that is measured in open air without 
interaction合omthe foregoing vehicle. If we consider mean values in the following， the 
aerodynamic input per unit length of tunnel per unit time is proportional to CDAνV N. This 
quantity is the direct source of turbulence energy and m凶 tbe deterrninant to LDC. Since the 
influence of vehicle speed v has been taken into account as the contribution of vehicle 
Reynolds Number， the remaining quantity CDん Nis finally introduced ωreplace N d/ in 
Eq.(5). 

D = Jj (dvil札 CD，lvldv， n) CD Av N Re， 0.13 

= Jj AmN Re， v.u (6) 

where Am = CD Aνis the equivalent resistance area of vehicle and denotes the frontal area 
when CD is assumed to be unity. 

2.4 Es“ma“on of drag coefficient in a tunnel 
It is not difficult to know the drag coefficients of vehicles， since they are given either in the 
catalogue of individual makes or information otherwise provided. They are， however， values 
of an isolated vehicle in open air. Drag coefficient CD of a running vehicle in a tunnel deviates 
合omthe catalogue value CDO because of two reasons: (l) Shadow effect of foregoing vehicle 
that decreases drag. (2) Blockage e任ectby tunnel wall that increases drag. 
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CD =αβ CDO (7) 

where αandβdenote correction factors for shadow and blockage effect， respectively. 

Inforrnation on shadow e能 ctw槌貧困 givenby Haerter (Ref.7)， who showed that drag starts 
to 甜回国.tewhen vehicle spacing to diameter ratioんIdvbecomes smaller than 16.75. The 
experimental result is expressed by the following fonnula: 

For Ivldvミ 16.75α=1

For Ivldv< 16.75 α=・2.3510吋んIdv)2+ 9.906410吋Ivldv) (8) 

In an enclosed space like a tunnel， the extemal flow around a vehicle is accelerated faster than 
that in an open space， resulting in an increase of drag due to the blockage e能 ct.This e能 ctis 
the func討onof the vehicle to the tunnel !1I国間.tioAjAr and will diminish when the ratio is 
su伍 cientlysmall. Minato (Ref.8) conducted series of model experiments and expressed the 

corr官lationfactor s by the following simple empirical fonnula: 

ForAjArく 0.25β=1 +3.4(AjAみ (9) 

There is such a variety of vehicles in real同館c，ranging from small passenger cars to large 
企'eight甘ucks.It is practical to classify all vehicles into two groups for statistical reぉons，
namely small and large vehicles.百leboundary in Japanese practice is given below (Note). By 
introducing ratio of large vehicles in to凶，γL，白emean equivalent resistance訂 eaAm in a 
tunnel is deten凶nedas the weighed mean oftwo groups: 

Am=(CDAv)LγL + (CDAv)s (l・γL)

=α[(βCDoAv)LγL+(βCDoAv)s(1・γL)] (10) 

As seen in Eq. (10) we applied a common correction factor αfor two groups合。m the 
viewpoint of practical usage.百levehicle spacingんinEq. (8) is calculated as an averaged 
value of all lanes， while the vehicle diameter dv is calculated by the weighed mean of two 

groups; dv = dv LγL +dvs(l・γL).

From statistical data on vehicles running on Japanese highways， we obtained the following 
mean values that are国 edin our LDC !1Ilalysis. 

Small vehicles: CDo=0.32， Av=2.3 m2 

Large vehicles: CDo=0.63， Av=7.2 m2 

Using the above local values， the most convenient equation for the equivalent resistance訂'ea
Amofa知nnelcan be expressed鎚:

Am=α[0.74 +5.81ん+(3.8+ 1051Ar)γL] 

whereAmandんaregiven in me仕icunit， m2• 

、.a'
l
 

唱

E
Ar

、

Note: Sma/l vehicles:・a/lpassenger cars， micro-busses o/less than 30 passengers and small側 cks
width less than 1.7m. Large vehicles:・otherbusses， trucks，仰 ilersand special vehicles. 
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2.5 Correlation equation for LDC 
After we calculated the equivalent resistance area Am of all tested traffic conditions， LDC data 
were re司plottedin Figure 3 as the relation of D to Am N Ret 0.13 in logarithmic scale. As seen 
from the figure， all plotted data are located on a s甘aightline of田lItinclination with an 
amazingly high correlation coefficient of 0.99. The result shows that influence functionj5 of 
Eq.(6) is least dependent of any parameters and keeps a constant value of 10.5.百lefinal 
correlation equation for LDC is expressed as: 

D = 10.5 Am N Ret 0・13 (12) 

As seen企omFigure 3， all experimen旬1data fall within土24%ofthe correlation value. 
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Fig.3 Relationship be何 eendiffusion coefficient D and A".NRetO・13
Uncertainties(Ref.9): A"，NRetO・13 土14%，D:土24%
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The features 'Of the ab'OVe c'Orrelati'On equati'On are: 

1. A very wide range 'Ofvehicle Reyn'Olds Nurnber Ret. 103 t'O 107 is c'Overed and is applicable 
t'O b'Oth m'Odel and actual tunnels. 

2. It is applicable t'O b'Oth 'One-and tw'O-way仕affic.
3. The c'Orrelati'On has been pr'Oven t'O w'Ork f'Or tw'O-and three-lane tunnels. 

4. As f'Ortra伍 cdata， 'Only the回 fficfl'OW rate N， large vehicle rati'OγL and vehicle speed v 
are required as input fact'Ors f'Or the c'Orrelati'On. 

The simplicity and c'Omprehensiveness 'Of the 'Obtained c'Orrelati'On is bey'Ond 'Our expectati'On 
and the success c'Ould be a伽 butedt'O the s'Ound physical interpretati'On 'Ofthe phen'Omena that 
lead t'O the f'Orrning 'OfEq.(6). 

3. APPLICATION OF LONGITUD町 ALDIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 

3.1 Boundary conditions 
As an example 'Ofthe applicati'On ofLDC， concentI刻iondistribution ofpollutants in naturally 
ventilated road tunnels is discussed considering convective and diffusive mass transfer. The 
concen仕組onis obtained by integrating Eq.(1) with properly assumed boundary conditions. 

Let's consider a tunnel without any artificial ventilation equipment as Sh'Own in Fig. 4. The 
through-flow vel'Ocityιin the tunnel is so determined that to句l也百gsof passing vehicles 
balance with the wall企icti'Onof the through-flow. We consider ιas a constant that can be 
estimated by a commonly known method. 

For the integration ofEq.(l)， se社inga proper boundary conditions is rather di伍cult.The tunnel 
shown in Fig. 4 bl'OWS out polluted a仕合'Omthe right portal and this air jet begins to rnix with 
ambient fresh air.τne pollutant concentration on the road decreases grad田 llyas indicated by 
one-dotted dash line. This attenuation is the result of three-dimensional mixing of the jet in 
open air and is obviously different企omthe situation in the tunnel. 

c 

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of additional tunnellength at po抗als

The concen仕ationat an actual portal is not zero but holds a finite value as shown in the figure. 
Fig. 4 suggests a concept of adding a virtual tunnel to either side of the加nnel.We add a 
制nnel，length Lai (intake side) and ん (outletside)，ωleft and right side of portals and assurne 
that the concentration is zero at the portals of the added tunnels. If the assurned length of added 
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tunnels is appropriate， the concentration in the actual tunnel should match. The total length of 
the tunnel L is the sum ofreallength Lr and added virtual ones: 

L=L由 +Lr +Loo (13) 

As for the length of additional tunnel we have following estimated factors: 

1. If a cross wind (extemal wind blowing perpendicular to the road) is su伍cientlys甘ong，a廿
ne訂 theportals is replaced with合eshair instantly and additionallength can be neglected 

2. If there is a substantial through-f1ow U，ト inthe tunnel， additional length of intake side Lo; 
can be neglected. 

3. If there is a moderate cross wind that constitutes 60 % of through-f1ow ι， additional 
length of outlet side is about three-fold the tunnel diameter， Loo芸3d，.(Ref.l0) 

4. Ifthere is no through-f1ow and no cross wind， additionallength is about three-fold of the 

tunnel diameter on both sides， Lo;= Looさ 3d，.(Ref.l) 

We expect fu丘herfindings on additionallength by future experiments. 

3.2 Concentration distribution 
Eq.(I) is inte伊 tedwith the boundary conditions C = 0 at x = 0 and L， and the result is 
expressed as: 

「 αp-PAD)-Il_r 81 x exp{kx/L)-ll 
C(x)=一一一Ix-L-~~:~.'，-=-~ :1=Co'::-l一一一一一一一一一 (14)

AP， 1 ~ ~ ex~U，L/ D)一11 ~o kLL e却 (k)-1J 

where reference concentration Co =ωL2/ 8DAr and 
convective to diffusive回 nsferratio k =ιLlD. 

The above solution cannot be applied when there is no through-f1ow，ιーO.The 
concen回 tiondis出butionin this case can be obtained by neglecting the convective terrn and 
integrating the remaining diffusive term of Eq.( l) and thus: 

C{x)=議十{L-x)x = 4C 0 [1 -(x/ L )Kx/ L) 肝)

Concen甘ationdistribution is calculated by the above equations and the result is shown in Fig. 
5， where normalized concentration C/Co in the tunnel is plo抗edfor various k values. It is clear 
that the concen甘ationis highest when there is no through-f1ow，ι= k = 0 and it becomes 
lower as Ur or k increases. 

Maximum concentration Cmax occurs at the tunnel center when Uトiszero and coincides with 
the reference concentration Co. At a finite through-f1ow U" the maximum concentration Crnax 
and the location Xm are expressed as: 

xm = (L/k)In[(exp(k)一1)/k] (16) 

C山=(8Co / e ~ln[( exp(k)ーl)/k]-(exp{k)ー1-k)/(ex抑)ーl)} (17) 

As can be gathered企omFig. 5， the location ofmaximum concen甘ationshifts企'omthe tunnel 
center toward the outlet portal along the increase in through-f1ow. 
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Fig.5 Concentration distribution 
[L=2051.6m，A，=58m.，dF8.6m，N=O.556veh/s， 
v=16.67m/s，γL=20%，D=76.4m2/s，dv=I.975m) 

3.3 Limiting length of naturally ventilated two-way tunnels 
百leconcen回 tionbecomes highest when there is no through-flow， and this si旬ationhappens 
when piston actions of opposing traffic in a two-way tunnel cancel each other. The maximum 
concen廿ationmatches in this case with the reference concen住ationCo =ωL2/8DAr. A食er

問 placingCo by Cmax，ωby GN and D by Eq.(12)， the limiting length ofthe real tunnel， Llim， 
can be determined by: 

ム1m= (8CmaxDA)ω戸-(La; + Laa) = (84C，叩 44134/G戸-(Lai+九) (18) 

where G is the amount ofpollutant that a vehic1e emits in a unit running distance， m3/m veh. 

百lenumerical result is shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) for two different pollutants， that is， NOx 

and PM. All parameters necessary for the calculation are listed in Table 1. Emissions of 
vehic1es are estimated企'Om the statistical data measured on Japanese highways (Ref.ll) 
shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b)， and the best自社edcurves for large and small vehic1e groups are 
used in the calculation. 

kmIh 

。。 7 XIO-1 

GNQJ:: (mllb胃勾由}

1曲。

0 
0.0 

!y，司 10 20 30 40 50 75 I冊%

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

6剛(g/Imn<瑚

(a) To restrict NO. concentration under 15ppm (b) To restrict PM concentration 
under 1.4 mg/mJ 

Fig.6 Limiting length of naturally ve凶 latedtwo-way tunnels (ι=0) 
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I'able 1 Parameters used for calculation of Iimiting lenl界h

Parameters I Values 

Ar 

4 
Am 
Cm皿 forNOx
CmaxforPM 

CINox 
(IpM 

Lai，Lao 

Re， 
v 
α 

YL 

58 
8.6 
Eq.(lI) 
15 
1.4 

(m") 

(m) 
(m2) 

(ppm) 
(mg/m3) 

Weighted mean ofcurve L & S ofFig. 7(a) 

Weighted mean ofcurve L & S ofFig. 7(b) 
25.8 (= 3d，) (m) 

1.3 X 106 -5.1 X 106 

40 -90 (km/h) 
1.0 (ljdv主16.75)Eq.(8) 

0， 10，20，30，40，50，75， 100 (%) 

(m31km . veh) 

(g!km . veh) 

ηle NOx emission per unit distance， CINox， and the corresponding length limit L1im釘 eplo仕ed
in Fig.6 (a) for given vehicle speed v and large vehicle ratio γL.ηle coπesponding result for 
PM is given in (b). For a typical traffic condition of vehicle speed v = 80 km/h and large 
vehicle ratio γL = 20 %， the length limit can be expressed as: 

L1im = 640m [CINo.=2.08X 10-3 m3/(km'veh)]，Llim = 435m [(IpM=0.394g/(km'veh)] 

The result obtained justifies the common understanding among tunnel specialists that road 
tunnels up to several hundred meters need no artificial ventilation， even for two-way回 ffic
tunnels. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A concept of diffusive ventilation is in回 ducedfor the design and planning of tunnel 
ventilation. To identifシtheintensity of diffusive ventilation， the tunnel space is assumed as a 
one-dimensional turbulence field and longi旬.dinaldiffusion coefficient LDC is adoptedぉ the
凶dexof diffusive ventilation. 
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Series 'Of experiments were c'Onducted t'O evaluate LDC using m'Odel and actual tunnels. Eff'Ort 
was made t'O f'Orm a simplified and c'Omprehensive c'Orrelati'On equati'On f'Or 'Obtaining LDCs. 
The eq回 ti'Onpr'Op'Osed in the present paper enables t'O c'Orrelate LDCs by using 'Only the 
equivalent resistance area 'Ofvehicles，甘ヨfficflow rate and vehicle Reyn'Olds Number. 

As an example 'Of applicati'On 'OfLDC， length limit 'Of naturally ventilated tunnels f'Or tw'O-way 
回伍cis estimated under the c'Onditi'On that the concen回 ti'On'Of a specific p'Ollutant in the 
tunnel d'Oes n'Ot exceed the admissible limit. Limiting length is calculated f'Or tw'O p'Ollutants， 

NOx and PM， and the result justified the c'Ommon understanding am'Ong tunnel specialists that 
road tunnels up t'O several hundred meters need no artificial ventilati'On， even f'Or tw'O-way 
仕affic旬nnels.

The applicati'On 'Of LDC f'Or the planning and design 'Of tunnel ventilati'On has been expanding 
in such situati'Ons that diffusive transfer bec'Omes comparable with c'Onvective仕ansfer，that is， 
thr'Ough-fl'Ow velocity is very l'Ow 'Or c'Oncen回 tiongradient is very large. 
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APPENDIX • Measurement and analysis of LDCs In an actual tunnel by bursting a 

tracer gas filled balloon 

Measurement and analysis 'Of LCDs in an actual tunnel， including results， is 'Outlined in the 
f'Oll'Owing. 

1 MEASUREMENT METHOD 

The experiment 'On l'Ongitudinal diffusi'On was ca出ed'Out with actual vehicles running in the 
Metr'Op'Olitan Expressway Kawasaki Fairway Tunnel (west-bound， 'Overall leng也 1，954m， 
α'Oss・secti'Onalarea Ar = 87.2m2， equivalent diameter 'Of tunnel dr = 8.6m， 'One-way， three-
lanes) (Ref.4). Appendix Fig. 1 sh'Ows a c'Oncepωal diagram 'Outiining the measurement. A 
given am'Ount 'Of回 cergas (SF6) was released instantly int'O the tunnel at P'Oint A (by bursting a 
gas-filled ball'O'On). The廿acergas drifted in the longitudinal directi'On along the air fl'Ow， 
dispersed by passing vehicles and spreading thr'Ough'Out the tunnel， the cross-secti'On eventuallY 
reaching a unif'Orm c'Oncentrati'On dis甘ibuti'On.The sampling p'Oint 'Of the tunnel air， P'Oint B， is 
l'Ocated ab'Out 1 km d'Owns甘'eam'Of the tracer source， a sufficient distance t'O devel'Op int'O 'One-
dimensi'Onal diffusi'On field. The回 cergas c'Oncen回 ti'Onwas measured c'Ontinu'Ously by a gas 
chr'Omat'Ograph and pen rec'Order. The l'Ongitudinal thr'Ough-fl'Ow vel'Ocity in tunnel払 was
'Obtained仕omthe甘aveltime necessary t'O move仕'OmA to B. The am'Ount 'Of甘afficand 
vehicle speed were als'O measured f'Or 5 minutes during the experiment using a vide'O camera 
叩 da cassette vide'O rec'Order. The mass 'Of diffused回 cergas was evaluated by sub甘酒cting
the tare weight合omthe ball'O'On weight and adding the bu'Oyancy f'Orce. 
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①Gaschromatograph ② 

② Pen-rec四歯

③④ 臼nua，Vid聞配四曲

Appendix Fig.l Outline of measurement 

Appendix Fig.2 shows an example of actually measured concen仕ationdis仕ibutionat the 
observation point B. 

C 

t→ 
Appendix Fig.2 Example of recording concentration distribution 

2 ANALYSIS恥IETHOD

The instantly released凶 cergas first diffuses凶tothe surrounding air in a three-dimensional 
manner. Then， along the progression of cross-sectional uniformity， it s匂rtsto diffuse in the 
longitudinal direction and旬ms泊toa one-dimensional diffusion. If we observe the diffusion 
process moving along with the longitudinal througlトflowvelocity in tunnelι， it can be 
observed that the highest concentr百tionpoint s句ysalways at the center and conc即位ation
distribution becomes gradually flat as diffusion proceeds. This diffusion process m凶 tfollow 
Fick's law describing one-dimensional diffusion in a stationary bulk. 

Assuming the distance仕omthe highest concentration point as C， and the time following the 
start of diffusion as t， the concen仕ationdistribution can be expressed using Fick's law as the 
following 

ω)  = Q，--eXJ -~ ~ i Appendix equati叩
2A，.J td)t -¥. 4Dt) 

where， Q is the amount of released回 .cergas. 
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The distance己貸omthe highest concen同士ionpoint to the observation point x=xo is Xo at the 
beginning t=O， and decreases as time proceeds. The relation is given by 

と=xo-U，t
Substituting the above relation to Fick's law， the concen回 tionat the observation point is 
obtained by: 

( (Xo-urIYi 
C(xo，t) =ーーヲ-=-expl一一一一一一I Appendix equation (2) 

2Ar..J 1IiJ1 -l 4DI) 

The maximum concen回 tionCmax emerges at 10 = xr/Ur血 dtherefore 

円 Q
しm蹴=江戸Z Appendix叫uation(3) 

In the above discussion we used the time 1 starting合'omthe moment of the burst. This is 
equivalent to assume that the whole diffusion process follows Fick's law for one-dim巴nsional
diffusion. This is， of course， not世lecase because three-dimensional di飯JSion飽kesplace till 
也e回 .cerg錨自llsthe tunnel section. The time 1 in Appendix eq田 lion(2) must be counted 
企omthe virtual burst time at which one-dimensional diffusion s也rtswith infinitely large 
concen甘甜on.This virtual s町 ttime is impossible to estimate reasonably. In conclusion， we 
decided to neglect the gap between real and virtual burst and to accept the eπor that might 
occur鎚也econsequence. 

U 

。

一一-Appendixeq.(2) 

• M oasured values 

c(り

T 

t 一一一一ー
Appendix Fig. 3 Concentration dis仕ibution

Appendix Fig. 3 shows an example of comparison between measured and calculated change of 
concen回 .tionat the observation point. The black dots泊 thefigure represent measured data， 
while the solid c町 veis calculated by Appendix eq'田 lion(2) whose D value is determined by 
也.ebest-fitting. The method to fmd D value that fits the measured da飽 themost is described in 
the following st叩s.

1. By substituting measured maximum concen'回 lionCmax• volume of位協ergas Q，回 .veling
time 10 and cross sectional areaん toAppendix equation (3)， D can be deterroined as the 
first assumed value. 

2. Put assumed D to Appendix equation (2) and calculate concen回 .tiondis甘ibutionaround 
its peak. 
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3. Compare the measured and calculated distribution around the peak as in Appendix Fig. 3 
and evaluate the coe貸icientof correlation (residual sum of squares and sum of squared 
deviation) between measurement and calculation. 

4. Increase or decrease the assumed D stepwise and repeat the step 2 and 3 till the maximurn 
coe妊icientof correlation is found at a certain D value. 

5. Adopt this D as the final value that fits the measured da組 thebest. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Traffic rate and tunnel through-flow 
Appendix Table 1 shows a list of measured values on the仕afficrate and tunne1 through-f1ow. 
Mean values of甘a伍crate N， vehicle velocity v and largかvehicleratio YL， measured in five-
minute dur百tionare shown. The longitudinal through-f1ow velocity in tunnel Ur was obtained 
合omthe甘aveltime and distance of tracer gas. Also shown in the table is the value of 
equivalent resistance area of vehicle Am which was calcu1ated using actually measured traffic 
conditions and using an equation proposed by Ohashi et al. (Ref.12). 

Appendix Tab1e 1 Traffic conditions and tunnel through-flow 

N V γL dv Am Ur 

veh/s m1s 
% 

m m2 m1s 

Run1 0.383 25.97 57.4 2.47 3.68 7.3 
Run2 0.360 26.94 50.7 2.38 3.35 7.4 
Run3 0.350 25.97 51.4 2.39 3.38 6.9 
Run4 0.323 28.19 51.5 2.39 3.38 7.4 
Run15 0.403 25.42 45.5 2.31 3.08 6.8 
Run16 0.377 27.36 37.2 2.20 2.67 6.9 
Run17 0.383 28.61 35.7 2.18 2.59 6.8 
Run18 0.330 27.36 29.3 2.18 2.27 6.8 
Run19 0.357 26.53 43.0 2.28 2.96 6.7 
Run20 0.383 25.69 34.8 2.17 2.55 6.1 
Run21 0.310 27.64 30.1 2.11 2.31 5.8 

3.2 Estima“on of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient 
Appendix Tab1e 2 shows the vehicle Reyno1ds Nurnber Ret and estimated 10ngitudinal 
diffusion coefficient D for each run. 

The LDCs in this table are plotted in Fig. 3 of the present paper as the data measured in a rea1 
tunnel. 
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Appendix Table 2 Determined value哩ofvehicle Reynolds Number Rd 

and longitudinal diffusion coefficient D 

Re， Dm2/s 

Runl 4.3x 106 97.0 

Run2 4.3xl06 85.8 

Run3 4.1x1Q6 87.7 

Run4 4.5x 106 72.3 

Run15 3.9xl06 79.6 

Run16 4.0x1Q6 92.5 

Run17 4.2xl06 86.0 

R田 118 3.8xl06 64.9 

Run19 4.0xl06 97.1 
Run20 3.7xl06 75.8 

Run21 3.9xl06 68.3 
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